The class
You can find this class and all our other English classes on our Facebook page.

Language quiz
Now let’s practise what you learned in this lesson!

Choose the correct word from the brackets to complete the sentences.
Here’s an example:

If I (would/had) charged my phone, I would have been able to call you.

Answer

If I had charged my phone, I would have been able to call you.

1. If I'd had more time, I would (tell/have told) you all about it.
2. You (wouldn’t have/have) got so hungry if you'd had a proper breakfast.
3. If I (would/had) learnt some Arabic, getting around Cairo would have been easier.
4. If she had (brought/brang) an umbrella, she wouldn't have got wet.
5. She might have won if she (had trained/would train) harder.
6. If they (had/hadn’t forgotten) their keys, they wouldn't have got stuck outside.

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page.
**Speaking and writing practice**

Imagine you have been to the worst party ever! What were all the problems? Make a list.

Look at your list and write third conditional sentences to say how the problems could have been avoided.

Here's an example:

*If they had provided more food, everyone would have got some.*  
*If the music hadn't been so loud, we would have been able to talk to each other.*

---

**Answers to exercise on page 1**

1. If I'd had more time, I would have **told** you all about it.  
2. You **wouldn't have** got so hungry if you'd had a proper breakfast.  
3. If I **had** learnt some Arabic, getting around Cairo would have been easier.  
4. If she had **brought** an umbrella, she wouldn't have got wet.  
5. She might have won if she **had trained** harder.  
6. If they **hadn't forgotten** their keys, they wouldn't have got stuck outside.